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This paper presents an optimal energy management strategy for a grid-tied photovoltaic–wind-fuel cell
hybrid power supply system. The hybrid system meets the load demand consisting of an electrical load
and a heat pump water heater supplying thermal load. The objective is to minimize energy cost and max-
imize fuel cell output, taking into account the time-of-use electricity tariff. The optimal control problem
is solved using a mixed binary and real linear programming. The supply switch to the heat pump water
heater and the power from the grid, power to/from the inverter, electrolyzer hydrogen power and fuel
cell power are the control variables. The temperature inside the water storage tank and the hydrogen
in the storage tank are the state variables. The performance of the proposed control strategy is tested
by simulating different operating scenarios, with and without renewable energy feed-in or rather export
to the grid, and the results confirm its effectiveness, as it increases the supply reliability of the system.

� 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Rising costs, depletion and environmental concerns about fossil
fuel-based energy resources have led to significant research effort
in renewable and cleaner energy resources. Globally, governments
are adopting policies to promote the development and application
of various renewable energy (RE) technologies for generating elec-
tricity. The main challenge associated with RE technologies such as
solar and wind generator is their intermittent nature, which affects
their ability to provide 100% supply reliability. Combining these RE
sources with battery storage and diesel generator systems has
been shown in various studies to be cost-effective (Hove and
Tazvinga, 2012; Dufo-Lopez et al., 2011; Tazvinga et al., 2015).
Currently there are limitations to the fraction of RE (wind and
solar) that can be incorporated in the grid system because of their
intermittency and base load considerations. With the latest devel-
opments pointing towards the feasibility of the hydrogen econ-
omy, solar and wind power fractions can be safely extended
within the grid system by compensating for their intermittency
with an energy storage medium such as hydrogen. Interest in
hydrogen is mainly driven by its ability to reduce carbon dioxide
emissions, thereby helping to mitigate climate change, improve
local air quality, improve energy security by reducing energy
imports, increase energy supply options, reduce dependence on
fossil fuels, and contribute to the introduction of advanced fuel cell
(FC) technologies with high efficiency.

FCs are promising sources of electricity that are environmen-
tally friendly. Use of hydrogen FCs for power production is receiv-
ing a lot of interest in many research communities, with industrial
applications in automobile industries and heat pumps (Ellis et al.,
2001). FCs can serve as emergency sources of energy in the event
of a long-term power outage and in stand-alone applications. They
are replacing battery systems and are increasingly being used in
distributed generation systems. Hydrogen, once produced and
stored, can generate power on demand. In order for photovoltaic
(PV) and wind systems to meet demand completely, there is a need
for backup systems such as diesel generators (DGs), hydrogen FCs
and battery storage in a hybrid system (Wang et al., 2016; Reihani
et al., 2016; Feng et al., 2015; Purvins and Sumner, 2013). Hybrid
energy systems present a solution to the time correlation of inter-
mittent RE sources (Ranaboldo et al., 2015; Tazvinga et al., 2013).
RE-based power systems are being deployed globally to provide
autonomous power for various remote applications and also in
grid-tied systems. Improvements in the performance of these sys-
tems for both grid and off-grid applications continue globally in
many research communities (Bouzerdoum et al., 2013).
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Nomenclature

Pw;t wind generator power output (kW)
Ppv;t photovoltaic power output (kW)
Pg;t grid power (kW)
Php;t heat pump water heater rated power (kW)
PRE�IN;t direct renewable power supply (kW)
Pel;t power supply to the electrolyzer (kW)
PH2;t eletrolyzer hydrogen power output (kW)
H2;t stored hydrogen energy (kWh)
PFC�IN;t fuel cell power output (kW)
PLoad;t domestic load (kW)
PFC;t hydrogen power input to the fuel cell (kW)
COP coefficient of performance
ut heat pump power supply switch control variable (0 or 1)
Tt hot water temperature inside the tank (�C)
Tlow and Tup lower and upper hot water temperature set points

(�C)
Ta ambient temperature (�C)
To initial hot water temperature (�C)
Tin;t inlet cold water temperature (�C)
R South African rands (1R = 0.074 USD as of 22.09.2015)
kðtÞ time-of-use electricity price (R/kWh)
N total number of sampling intervals
ts and k sampling time (hour) and kth sampling interval respec-

tively
J cost function
QD total losses due to water demand

QL total standby (convectional) losses
WD;t flow rate (liters/hour)
qloss conventional loss in (W/m2)
Mx thickness of the insulation (m)
h surface heat transfer coefficient (W/m2 K)
j thermal conductivity (W/m K)
Sarea total surface area (m2)
c specific heat capacity of water (J/kg �C)
ø diameter (m)
_T derivative of temperature
L mass of water inside the tank (kg)
href anemometer reference height (m)
u ground surface friction coefficient
vhub wind speed at the desired height hhub
vref wind speed at the reference height href
V wind speed at the hub height (m/s)
v Weibull shape parameter
Pr rated wind electrical power (kW)
Vin cut-in wind speed (m/s)
Vr rated wind speed (m/s)
Vout cut-off wind speed (m/s)
MILP mixed integer linear program
TOU time-of-use electricity tariff
Eskom South African power utility company
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Various energy management strategies have been proposed for
different hybrid system configurations (Choudar et al., 2015;
Korpås and Holen, 2006; Tazvinga et al., 2014). A standalone
RE/FC hybrid system that uses at least one RE source and a polymer
electrolyte membrane (PEM) FC as backup source is analyzed in
Bizon et al. (2015). Frequency fluctuation analysis of a wind, DG
and FC hybrid power system connected to a local utility point
has been presented in Singh et al. (2015) and the results show that
the FC system can give better performance for stabilizing the fre-
quency of the system in comparison to DGs. Electrochemical
energy storage systems such as hydrogen systems can offer suffi-
cient flexibility for operation in connection with stochastic gener-
ation from wind and PV and local energy storage can also increase
the exploitation of the energy source (Korpås and Holen, 2006).
Use of hydrogen as a storage medium for variable energy sources
is a promising alternative in the long run, since it can be used as
a clean fuel in the transport sector and for power production in sta-
tionary FCs (Korpås and Holen, 2006; Bizon et al., 2015).

It is important to note that energy consumption in buildings,
especially in developed countries, accounts for close to 42% of glo-
bal energy production and 60:51% of this energy is used for space
heating, while 23:60% goes for water heating at domestic level
(Rahman et al., 2010; Chow et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2013). There-
fore, only energy-efficient equipment such as heat pumpwater hea-
ters (HPWH) should be used to produce the much needed thermal
energy. The use of HPWHs in demand side management (DSM)
yieldsmore benefit than its counterpart, cylinder hot water heaters,
owing to its coefficient of performance (COP). Great success in opti-
mal design and control of HPWHs in the last decades has increased
their application even at domestic level (Chua et al., 2010). Safdarian
mentioned that domestic heating systems has a potential for DSM
(Safdarian et al., 2016; Seo et al., 2014). HPWHs have advantages
such as they could be applied in heating, ventilation, and air-
conditioning (HVAC) systems (Fabrizio et al., 2014; Huang et al.,
2006; Arteconi et al., 2013; Kilkis, 1999). Nevertheless there are still
a few drawbacks, such as heatingwater to the required temperature
in a short time and the initial investment cost (Verhelst et al., 2012;
Rousseau and Greyvenstein, 2000). RE integration with such
energy-efficient equipment is in its infancy stage (Roonprasang
et al., 2008; Sichilalu and Xia, 2015; Sichilalu et al., 2015).

In most of the work done by various researchers, DGs and bat-
tery storage are the common power back-up in RE hybrid systems,
instead of greener hydrogen FCs. The main focus in FC technology
has been the evaluation of performance index on life cycle cost,
optimal sizing and hybridization only (Rodatz et al., 2005;
Pukrushpan et al., 2004; Pukrushpan et al., 2002) rather than opti-
mal control (OC). While most of these back-up systems, (e.g. DGs)
are expensive to run and have negative environmental effects.
Though FCs technology seems to have a high initial investment
cost, it is in fact cheaper and greener in the long term. This paper
presents a first-ever OC strategy model on an integrated RE-FC-
grid system with an energy-efficient thermal load under a time-
of-use (TOU) tariff. This model presents a practical FC feed-in OC
strategy. This paper simulates a 24-h control horizon, giving a
comprehensive hourly energy usage pattern and its implications.
Often customers do not change their energy usage behavior
because of lack of detailed short-period energy consumption/bill
correlation in the accumulative monthly bill.

This paper is structured as follows: Sections 2 present the math-
ematical model formulation and Section 3 the simulation results
and discussion. The last part, Section 4, is the conclusion.

2. Mathematical model formulation

2.1. Schematic diagram of the model

The schematic layout is shown in Fig. 1. The PV modules Ppv ;t

and wind generator Pw;t feed through their respective inverters into
the direct current (DC) bus. The DC bus then supplies through
PRE�IN;t to the loads and the other Pel;t to the FCs electrolyzer for
the generation of hydrogen. The generated hydrogen, PH2;t , is
stored in the hydrogen storage tank, H2, which later supplies
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Fig. 1. Schematic layout diagram of the proposed fuel cell/wind/PV/grid hybrid system with both loads.
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hydrogen, PFC;t , to the FC. The FC output is rectified and feeds into
the grid alternating current (AC) bus through PFC�IN;t where the
loads are connected.

The grid power, Pg;t , supplies the load via the AC bus direct with
a possibility of REs feed-in. The domestic load PLoad;t represent all
other loads in the building apart from the thermal loads. The ther-
mal load considered in this model is the heat pump water heater
because of its high energy-efficiency. The heat pump, Php;t , works
at full load at its rated power whenever it is in operation, and is
controlled by switch ut . The control variables are
PRE�IN;t ; Pel;t ; PH2;t; PFC;t ; PFC�IN;t ; Pg;t and switch ut . The state of hydro-
gen energy in the tank H2;t and the heat pump’s hot water temper-
ature Tt are the two state variables.

The system above is further subdivided into their respective
mathematical models.

2.2. Heat pump water heater

The heat pump model is developed according to Sichilalu et al.
(2015) and Kim et al. (2004), with a fixed power demand Php rating,
operating at full capacity. The hot water temperature distribution
inside the tank is treated as uniform. For modeling simplicity, the
energy losses in the evaporator, refrigerant and compressor are
neglected. The COP depicts the thermal equipment efficiency and
is assumed to be constant, as given in the case study, though in
practice it varies depending on input values. In this model, only
energy losses due to hot water demand QD;t and convectional
(standby) loss QL;t are modeled.

The standby losses, QL;t , represent power losses owing to the
casing material surface conduction. The per second convention loss
qloss in W/m2, according to Zhang and Xia (2007), is given in Eq. (1),

qloss Tt ; Tað Þ ¼ Tt � Ta
Dx
j þ 1

h

; ð1Þ

where Dx and j are the insulation thickness and thermal conductiv-
ity coefficients respectively, h is the surface heat transfer coefficient
of the tank, while Tt and Ta are the hot water and ambient temper-
atures respectively. A given tank surface area, Sarea, has a total
standby loss of:

QL Tt ; Tað Þ ¼ qlossSarea: ð2Þ
The other loss is due to the hot water demand QD;t , allowing

inlet cold water. Consequently, every time demand occurs Tt drops
and inlet of cold water proportionally flows into the tank, keeping
a constant volume. Losses due to the hot water demand are given
as (Khan et al., 2004; Gustafson et al., 1993):
QD;t ¼ cWD;t Tt � Tinð Þ; ð3Þ
where c ¼ 4180J=kg= �C is the specific heat capacity of water. Tin is
the municipal inlet water temperature whereas WD;t is the hot
water demand flow rate in liters/hour.

The HPWH thermal output requirements and the corresponding
electrical power input is given by Ji et al. (2005) and Khan et al.
(2004):

Php;t ¼
QD;t þ QL;t

COP
: ð4Þ

The power balance is a dynamic equation. Let QH;t be the total
HPWH heat output kilowatts and L the water mass (tank capacity)
in kilograms. Then the power balance becomes a first derivative
differential function given in Eq. (5) (Dolan et al., 1996).

cL _Tt ¼ QH;t � QL;t � QD;t ; ð5Þ

QH;t ¼ PhpCOPut : ð6Þ
By substituting Eqs. (1)–(4) into Eq. (5), one gets

_Tt ¼
PhpCOPut � Sarea Tt�Ta

Dx
jþ1

h

� �
� cWD;t Tt � Tin;t

� �
cL

; ð7Þ

denoting:

at ¼ Sarea
cL Dx

j þ 1
h

� �þWD;t

L
; ð8Þ

b ¼ PhpCOP
cL

; ð9Þ

ct ¼
SareaTa

cL Dx
j þ 1

h

� �þWD;tTin;t

L
; ð10Þ

then Eq. (7) becomes:

_Tt ¼ �atTt þ but þ ct: ð11Þ
2.3. Wind generator

The power output of a wind turbine at a given site depends on
wind velocity at hub height and turbine speed characteristics. The
standard height or reference for wind speed measurements for
wind resource assessment is usually 10 m above the effective
ground level, therefore it is necessary to determine the wind speed
at hub height. This is important because it is the wind speed expe-
rienced by the rotor of the wind turbine (hub height wind speed)
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that determines the actual power radiated by a particular turbine.
The most common expression used for this purpose is the power-
law equation, expressed as (Belfkira et al., 2011; Patel, 2006;
Tazvinga et al., 2014; Li et al., 2009):

vhub ¼ v ref :
hhub

href

� �u

; ð12Þ

where vhub is the wind speed at the desired height hhub;v ref is the
wind speed at the reference height href and u is the power law
exponent, which represents the ground surface friction coefficient.
The exponent is a function of height, time of day, season, nature
of the terrain, wind speed, and temperature. It is low for smooth
terrains, high for rough terrains and the values for typical classes
are given in Patel (2006). The coefficient ranges from 1

7 to
1
4.

1
7 is used

in this work, which is typical for open land. The vhub obtained is
then used in the wind power equation. The power output of a wind
turbine thus depends on the wind speed pattern at the specific loca-
tion, air density, rotor swept area and energy conversion efficiency
from wind to electrical energy.

The hub height velocity is used in the output power model to
calculate the power generated by the wind turbine generator.
The models used to describe the performance of wind generator
(WG) are different since different WGs have different power out-
put performance curves. Various models are used to simulate the
wind turbine power output (Ashok, 2007; Patel, 2006). Various
authors have developed different models for calculating the power
output by making various assumptions and assuming that the tur-
bine power curve has a linear, quadratic or cubic form (Lu et al.,
2002; Bueno and Carta, 2005). The general expression used is as
follows:

Pw ¼
Pr

Vv�Vv
in

Vvr �Vv
in

; ðVin 6 V 6 VrÞ
Pr; ðVr 6 V 6 VoutÞ
0; ð0 6 Vin and V 6 VoutÞ

8>><
>>:

ð13Þ

where V is the wind speed at the hub height, v is the Weibull shape
parameter taken as 2 in this paper, Pr is the rated electrical power;
Vin is the cut-in wind speed; Vr is the rated wind speed and Vout is
the cut-off wind speed. The wind model parameters are presented
in the case study as given in Table 2.

2.4. Hydrogen fuel cell

The hydrogen storage system consists of an electrolyzer and
hydrogen storage tank. The input energy for the electrolyzer is sup-
plied by the RE sources during periods of excess production for
hydrogen production by water electrolysis and is stored in the tank
to be used by the FC during periods when the energy produced by
the RE sources is not enough to meet the load. The storage tank is
operated within the maximum and minimum levels of hydrogen
storage and a minimum amount of hydrogen should remain in
the tank to maintain a security limit. The electrolyzer is connected
directly to the hydrogen tank and power from the electrolyzer to
the tank, Pel;t , is given by:

Pel;tgel ¼ PH2;t ; ð14Þ
where Pel;t is the renewable power input to the electrolyzer, PH2;t is
the hydrogen power output and gel is the efficiency of the elec-
trolyzer and is assumed to be constant. The energy in the hydrogen
storage tank at any given time is expressed as:

_Es;t ¼ PH2;t � 1
gs

PFC;t ð15Þ

in which, gs is the storage discharging efficiency taken as 95%
owing to leakages and pumping (Wallmark and Alvfors, 2002).
The following general expression thus applies to the storage
dynamics in discrete time with a sampling time, ts:

Es;t ¼ Esð0Þ þ
Xt

s¼1

PH2;sts � 1
gs

Xt

s¼1

PFC;sts; ð16Þ

where Esð0Þ is regarded as the initial SOC of the storage tank.
PH2;s is the power accepted by the storage at time t, and

1
gs

Pt
s¼1PFC;s is the power drawn from the storage at time t. The mass

of hydrogen stored in the tank at any given time t is given by:

Massh;t ¼ Es;t

HHVh
; ð17Þ

where HHVh is the higher heating value of hydrogen equal to
39.7 kWh/kg (Korpås and Holen, 2006; Kaviani et al., 2009). The
storage operates within maximum and minimum limits.

FC stacks produce direct current at a voltage that varies with
the load. A switching power converter is used to match the voltage
produced by the FC to the needs of the application and to protect
the FC from over-current or under-voltage conditions. In this work
the application requires AC, so the electricity is then processed
through a DC/AC inverter. FCs also produce thermal energy but this
is not considered in this work. There are various types of FCs and in
this work the proton exchange membrane FC is considered owing
to its reliable performance under variable supply and its availabil-
ity in a wide range of capacities. The output power, PFC�IN;t is a
function of the input power, PFC;t , and FC efficiency gFC (assumed
constant) given by:

PFC�IN;t ¼ gFCPFC;t: ð18Þ
The FC output is restricted within:

Emin 6 Es;t 6 Emax: ð19Þ
2.5. Photovoltaic power

The PV power output profile Ppv ðtÞ is input data, taken from the
case study in our previous research (Sichilalu and Xia, 2015;
Tazvinga et al., 2013). The PV power input data are given in Fig. 4.

2.6. Grid power

The grid is capable of accepting and supplying power to the AC
bus where the load is connected. TOU electricity tariff (dynamic
pricing) is an important control parameter in a load-shifting strat-
egy. In South Africa the main power utility is called Eskom. Because
of a high power deficit and aging infrastructure, dynamic pricing
was introduced to level the load and discourage peak period power
consumption. The pricing kðtÞ model is: off-peak ðkoÞ, standard ðksÞ
and peak ðkpÞ. The recent Eskom1 megaflex active energy-TOU tariff
is adopted in this model. The TOU tariff is:

kðtÞ ¼
ko ¼ 0:3656R=kWh if t 2 ½0;7� [ ½23;24�;
ks ¼ 0:6733R=kWh if t 2 ½7;8� [ ½11;19� [ ½21;23�;
kp ¼ 2:2225R=kWh if t 2 ½8;11� [ ½19;21�;

8><
>:

ð20Þ
where R is the South African rand and t is the time of day with
t ¼ 0; . . . ;23.

The feed-in tariff is regulated by the National Energy Regulator
of South Africa (NERSA).2 NERSA, through the renewable energy
purchasing agency, is the single buyer office of Eskom, guaranteeing

http://www.eskom.co.za/
http://www.nersa.org.za/
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the renewable energy market. The prevailing PV feed-in tariff is
3.94R/kWh, whereas for wind it is 1.25R/kWh.

2.7. DC and AC bus power balance

The power balance at the DC bus is given as:

Pel;t þ PRE�IN;t=gin ¼ Pw;tgw þ Ppv;tgpv ; ð21Þ
where Pel;t is the renewable power input to the electrolyzer and
PRE�IN;t is the direct renewable energy power supply to the loads.
gin;gw and gpv are the efficiency of the DC/AC, wind generator and
PV inverters respectively.

The power balance at the AC load bus is given as:

Pg;t þ PRE�IN;t þ PFC�IN;t ¼ PLoad;t þ Php;tut; ð22Þ
where Pg;t is the grid power,and PFC�IN;t is the FC power output.
PLoad;t and Php;tut are the domestic load and heat pump demand
respectively, whereas ut is the heat pump’s power supply switch.

2.8. Formulation of a discretized hot water model

The water demand flow rate WD;t and the inlet water, Tin;t , are
functions of time as presented in the case study section in this
paper. The general discrete formulation of Eq. (11) in terms of
the k-th hot water temperature is given in Eq. (23):

Tkþ1 ¼ ð1� tsakÞTk þ tsbuk þ tsck: ð23Þ
Then, Tkþ1 at each interval can be derived as:

T1 ¼ ð1� tsa0ÞTo þ tsbu0 þ tsc0;
T2 ¼ ½ð1� tsa1Þð1� tsa0Þ�To þ tsb ð1� tsa1Þu0 þ u1½ �

þ ð1� tsa1Þtsc0 þ tsc1½ �;
T3 ¼ ½ð1� tsa2Þð1� tsa1Þð1� tsa0Þ�To

þ tsb ð1� tsa2Þð1� tsa1Þu0 þ ð1� tsa2Þu1 þ u2½ �
þ ð1� tsa2Þð1� tsa1Þtsc0 þ ð1� tsa2Þtsc1 þ tsc2½ �;

..

.

Tkþ1 ¼ To

Yk
j¼0

1� tsaj
� �þ tsb

Xk

j¼0

uj

Yk
i¼jþ1

1� tsaið Þ

þ
Xk

j¼0

tscj
Yk
i¼jþ1

1� tsaið Þ;

ð24Þ

where To and Tk are the initial and k-th water temperatures inside
the tank respectively. ts is the sampling time, whereas uk is the k-th
switch status, which is either 1or 0. aj and cj are functions of Eqs. (8)
and (10) respectively and b represents a constant given Eq. (9). The
acceptable hot water temperature set points are given by inequality
(25):

Tlow 6 Tk 6 Tup; ð25Þ
where, Tlow and Tup are the lower and upper desired temperatures
respectively.

2.9. Objective function

The multi-objective function consists of energy cost,

w1ts
PN

k¼1Pg;kkk, minimization and maximization of FC usage,

w2ts
PN

k¼1PFC�IN;k, in discrete time with weighting factors, w1 and
w2. The objective function is normalized to level the sensitivity
of the weighting factor by dividing the grid power variable by
1000 units. The control horizon is 24 h, with ts being the sampling
time, and the sampling interval is ð1 6 k 6 NÞ whereas kk is the
TOU tariff. N is the final sampling point.
The objective function is expressed as follows:

J ¼ 1
1000

w1ts
XN
k¼1

Pg;kkk �w2ts
XN
k¼1

PFC�IN;k; ð26Þ

subject to:

Pel;k þ PRE�IN;k=gin ¼ Pw;kgw þ Ppv;kgpv ; ð27Þ

Pg;k þ PRE�IN;k þ PFC�IN;k ¼ PLoad;k þ Php;kuk; ð28Þ

Pel;kgel ¼ PH2;k; ð29Þ

PFC�IN;k ¼ gFCPFC;k; ð30Þ

Tlow 6 To

Yk
j¼0

1� tsaj
� �þ tsb

Xk

j¼0

uj

Yk
i¼jþ1

1� tsaið Þ

þ
Xk

j¼0

tscj
Yk
i¼jþ1

1� tsaið Þ 6 Tup; ð31Þ

Emin 6 Esð0Þ þ
Xk

s¼1

PH2;sts � 1
gs

Xk

s¼1

PFC;sts 6 Emax; ð32Þ

Pw ¼
Pr

Vv�Vv
in

Vvr �Vv
in

; ðVin 6 V 6 VrÞ
Pr; ðVr 6 V 6 VoutÞ
0; ð0 6 VinandV 6 VoutÞ

8>><
>>:

ð33Þ

uk 2 f0;1g: ð34Þ
where kk is the TOU electricity tariff (R/kWh) at the k-th sampling
interval given in Eq. (20). Eq. (27) represents the power balance
from the renewable sources which include power from wind and
PV at any given sampling interval. This RE power is used to run
the electrolyzer and the loads. Whereas Eq. (28) represents the
power balance of the entire system, that is, power from the grid
and RE is used to power the HPWH and the load. Eq. (33) is the wind
generator power output characteristics, based on wind speed. Eqs.
(29) and (30) represent the FCs’ power balances with their respec-
tive inverters. The two state variables, that is, hot water tempera-
ture and hydrogen gas are given in inequalities (31) and (32)
respectively. Finally, Eq. (34) is a binary switch control variable
assuming only value of either 0 or 1, while the other control vari-
ables; PRE�IN;k; Pel;k; PH2;k; PFC;k; PFC�IN;k; Pg;k are continuous real
number.

2.10. Algorithm formulation in MATLAB

The OC problem is solved using SCIP algorithm in OPTI toolbox in
MATLAB.

The matrix formulation of the objective function is divided into
cost and energy function respectively:

For grid energy cost minimization Je:

Je ¼ f TX ¼ 0 . . .0N; k1 . . . kN;0 . . .0N ;0 . . .0N;0 . . .0N;0 . . .0N½ �1�6N

� u1 . . .uN ; Pg;1 . . . Pg;N ; PRE�IN;1 . . . PRE�IN;N ; PH2;1 . . . PH2;N;
�

PFC�IN;1 . . . PFC�IN;N; PFC;1 . . . PFC;N �06N�1; ð35Þ

for FC power output maximization JFC:

JFC ¼ f TX ¼ 0 . . .0N;0 . . .0N ;0 . . .0N;0 . . .0N;1 . . .1N ;0 . . .0N½ �1�6N

� u1 . . .uN; Pg;1 . . . Pg;N ; PRE�IN;1 . . . PRE�IN;N; PH2;1 . . . PH2;N;
�

PFC�IN;1 . . . PFC�IN;N ; PFC;1 . . . PFC;N�06N�1: ð36Þ
Finally the multi-objective function is:
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minJ ¼ tsw1

XN
k¼1

Je � tsw2

XN
k¼1

JFC ; ð37Þ

subject to

AX 6 b ðlinear inequality constraintÞ;
AeqX ¼ beq ðlinear equality constraintÞ: ð38Þ

The detailed formulation of the above constraints are given in
Appendix A.
Fig. 2. Water demand flow rate and inlet cold water temperature.
3. Simulation results and discussion

3.1. Case study

The case study is done on a facility in Pretoria, South Africa. This
facility intends to be a positive-energy building; the installation of
wind, PV and FCs generator is under way. The current control strat-
egy on these equipment is a proportional integral derivative (PID)
controller incapable of handling hard constraints and on-line opti-
mization. The baseline situation at the facility is that grid power
supplies all the loads. Therefore, this paper proposes an OC strategy
incorporating RE sources and FCs at this facility. The sampling time
ts ¼ 30 min, while N ¼ 48 and the control horizon is 24 h.

Because of the difficulties of consolidated input data of this
facility, the relatively similar data are adopted from Sichilalu
et al. (2015). The inlet cold water temperature and hot water
demand are shown in Fig. 2:

3.1.1. Heat pump water heater parameters
The HPWH considered in this paper is a Quantum solar heat

pump3 air source tank-wrapped heat exchanger (condenser) and
its parameters are shown in Table 1. The preferred hot water tem-
perature is set to 55 �C 6 Tk 6 60 �C; the average country ambient
temperature of Ta ¼ 25 �C is used. The initial water temperature in
the tank is set to To ¼ 57 �C. However, the above desirable tempera-
ture varies from one individual to another.

3.1.2. Wind generator parameters
The wind generator in the case study is a Ruam Energy4 turbine

with technical specifications given in Table 2. The parameters are
given in Table 2:

The wind turbine revolution per minute (RPM) rate is 280 RPM.
The hourly measured wind and hub height speeds are shown in
Fig. 3:

3.1.3. Photovoltaic power generation
The PV power is input data in this model, taken from our previ-

ous research (Sichilalu and Xia, 2015; Tazvinga et al., 2013) on the
data measured on an installed facility in South Africa. The power
output Ppv profile is given in Fig. 4 on the far right.

3.1.4. Inverter and fuel cell parameters
The FC under consideration is a stationary type with a wider

application in commercial, industrial, and residential use, which
can supplement the grid power supply. The electrolyzer efficiency
is taken to be gel ¼ 0:65, hydrogen storage tank gs ¼ 0:95 and over-
all FC efficiency gFC ¼ 0:5. The hydrogen tank energy storage capac-

ity has a minimum Emin ¼ 0 kWh and maximum Emax ¼ 25 kWh,
the initial status of hydrogen energy is taken to be Esð0Þ ¼ 3 kWh,
while all the inverters’ efficiency both DC/DC and AC/DC or vice
versa, is taken to be gin ¼ 0:98.
3 http://www.quantumecohotwater.com.au.
4 http://www.raumenergy.com.
3.2. Simulation results

The simulations are carried out to assess the feasibility and via-
bility of implementing the proposed integrated FC hybrid system.
Two simulation scenarios are analyzed: Case I without RE feed-in
(export to the grid) and Case II, having RE energy feed-in. Case I
is important in remote areas and off-grid locations, where this
model is the only source of power. While case II, is applicable for
grid connected systems. These two scenarios helps to analyze the
operational robustness of this proposed model in order to account
for all the possible applications.

Case I

3.2.1. Optimal power control strategy of a fuel cell hybrid system
The optimal power scheduling strategy of the FC-grid-RE inte-

grated system is shown in Fig. 4. The weighting factors are set to
w1 ¼ 0:7 and w2 ¼ 0:3, giving more weight on the minimization
of grid energy. In Fig. 4, the grid Pg meets all domestic load Pload

and heat pump Php from 00:00 till 07:00 at the end of the morning
off-peak TOU period, since of wind energy Pw and PV Ppv are
unavailable. There is no Pw generation in this period because the
wind velocities are below cut-in speed on this simulated day.
Though the FC has an initial status of energy Esð0Þ ¼ 3 kWh
(Fig. 5), the OC opts to avoid its usage because of poor energy con-
version efficiency. The OC instead uses the off-peak TOU grid
energy. The OC strategy changes as the TOU enters the standard
period at 07:00; the energy becomes slightly more expensive, the
OC cuts off the grid supply to 0 kW and brings in 0.7 kW of RE
power, PRE�IN , to sustain the domestic load. In the same peak period
PRE�IN is insufficient to sustain the all the load, therefore FC, PFC�IN ,
is operated feeding 0.12 kW at 07:00 and 1.22 kW at 08:00. Unfor-
tunately, 5.15 kW of grid power is consumed when the heat pump
switches on (in Fig. 6) at 8:00 in the peak period due to morning
peak hot water demand averaging 8 l/s. The available FC and RE
power cannot meet the demand and the grid comes into supply
power for an hour. During the afternoon standard TOU the FC is
not used to supply power; the wind, PV and grid meet the load.
The cutting off of supply from the FC can only be attributed to its
huge power losses in terms of efficiency whenever it operates.

The optimal strategy in Fig. 4, avoids using peak TOU energy as
much as possible to save energy cost. The evening peak is mainly
powered by the grid, FC and wind, since PV power is not available
at night.

3.2.2. Fuel cell scheduling strategy and hydrogen storage dynamics
In Fig. 5 optimal FC power dispatch is shown. The power source

of the electrolyzer is the RE supply to generate hydrogen. The FC
power PPF�IN supply is off from 00:00 to 07:30, the loads are sup-
plied by the grid during the off-peak period. The stored hydrogen
energy H2 drops at 07:30 owing to the resumption of the FC oper-
ation. PFC�IN supplies the load from 07:30 to 9:30 in the morning
peak period. The stored hydrogen H2, sharply declines to from

http://www.quantumecohotwater.com.au
http://www.raumenergy.com


Table 1
Heat pump parameters and coefficients.

Power input (kW) COP Storage capacity (l) Compressor (cc) Tank (h/ø) (m) Dx (m) j (W/m K) h (W/m2 K)

7 3.8 270 39.0 1:41� 0:66 0.035 0.055 6.3

Table 2
Wind generator parameters and coefficients.

Pr (kW) u href (m) hhub (m) v Vin (m/s) Vr (m/s) Vout (m/s)

7 1/7 10 30 2 2.0 11 50
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Fig. 3. Hub height and reference height wind speeds.
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3 kW to 0.25 kW during this interval because the OC keeps the
electrolyzer switched off, meanly because the hydrogen tank is
not depleted. There is no hydrogen generation till 10:00 when
the heat pump demand off, and the excess RE is then used is used
to power the electrolyzer at 09:30 producing 0.30 kW hydrogen
power and the hydrogen gas start building in the tank to the max-
imum of 2.81 kW. A steady increase in hydrogen storage is
observed between 10:00 and 12:00. This is attributed to the low
load demand. The OC again actuates the electrolyzer at 16:00
and hydrogen power PH2 production begins, further increasing
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Fig. 5. Fuel cell optimal power dis
the stored hydrogen. During the evening peak, the FC operates
once again, as at this time only the FC has enough power reserve,
since RE production has dwindled.

The OC avoids operating the FC at all times, the RE meanwhile
can directly supply the loads treating the FC as storage system.
The OC just operates it in peak period or when the RE is completely
unavailable. However, depending on the desired effect, the weight-
ing factor can be adjusted to make sure the fuel cell depletes all the
stored hydrogen during operation. The OC opts to supply RE
directly to the load instead of powering the electrolyzer to store
RE energy in form of hydrogen gas. The OC restricts the operation
of the FC due to poor efficiency. In Fig. 5, on the far right, the accu-
mulative hydrogen mass plotted according to Eq. (17) is shown.
The pressure drop inside the tank limits the complete utilization
of hydrogen; because of this, lower and upper limit are given for
each specified storage tank.

3.2.3. Thermal load switching control
In this model, the domestic load is deterministic at each sam-

pling interval, the hot water demand is shown in Fig. 2. It is
assumed that at any sampling time the heat pump operates at its
full rated power demand of 7 kW. The lower and upper limits are
set according to each individual’s desired temperature range given
in subSection 3.1. Fig. 6 shows the optimal switching uk and the hot
water state variable Tk of the heat pump. The heat pump switch uk

turns on around 04:00 for an hour and a corresponding rise in hot
water temperature Tk till 58.72 �C is observed. From midnight to
04:30 when there is no hot water demand, a negligible drop in
Tk is seen owing to the best heat pump insulation level. However,
the preheated water temperature falls from 58.72 �C to 55.46 �C
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Fig. 7. Optimal power strategy during renewable power export mode into the grid.

Table 3
Baseline and optimal energy/cost savings.

Baseline
(kWh)

Baseline
cost (R/day)

Optimal
(kWh)

Optimal
cost (R/day)

Energy
saving (%)

Cost
saving
(%)

74.00 66.08 53.52 43.69 27.68 33.8
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during the morning hot water demand between 05:00 and 09:00.
The OC switches on the heat pump again after 08:30 to heat the
water that is almost hitting the lower set-point. The inlet cold
water is the major cause of the temperature drop inside the tank,
in addition to hot water demand. The OC operates the heat pump
from 12:00 to 15:30 in readiness for the evening peak demand,
thereby avoiding operating it in the evening peak period and thus
making use of standard TOU that is relatively cheaper.

The heat pump water’s temperature is highest to about 60 �C
between 17:00 and 18:30, enough to meet the evening demand
and that of the rest of the night. The proposed models show the
capacity to optimally predict, control and meet the state variable
water constraint. The hot water temperature set point bounds
reflected in Fig. 6 are slightly too stringent, prompting the OC to
increase the heat pump’s switching uk frequency.

Case II

3.2.4. Optimal feed-in power control strategy
The notable major difference between the two operational sce-

narios in Figs. 4 and 7 is that the OC does not use the electrolyzer at
all in case II. The RE feed-in takes place between 08:30 and 10:30
feeding maximum power of 0.81 kW and later on between 11:30
and 14:00, feeding maximum power of approximately 1.78 kW.
The feed-in happens only during the periods when the heat pump
is not operational. The OC stops the feed-in during peak load,
because all the generated RE is used to supplement the grid power,
which is expensive to purchase.
The FC PFC�IN is used twice during the peak period. This can be
attributed to higher FC system power loss due to its low efficiency;
the OC therefore, rather opts to sell RE power to the grid. The pro-
posed model has shown greater capability of power control and
can effectively improve the scheduling strategy of these systems,
which are conventionally on programmable logic controllers or pro
portional-integral-derivatives (PIDs). The OC technique maximizes
operational efficiency based on the cost function.
3.3. Baseline and optimal control savings

The facility in the case study currently uses only the grid to sus-
tain all the loads, here referred to as the baseline. The proposed
intervention is the addition of wind, PV, FC and OC, referred to as
the optimal situation. Table 3 shows the baseline/current and after
implementation of the model, tabulating the predicted savings on a
24-h basis. The simulation results in Table 3 are for case I.

The energy saving is about 27:68% owing to the addition of the
RE sources coupled with an optimal load-shifting strategy. The OC
avoids using the power from the grid during standard and peak
TOU electricity tariff, this significantly reduces the cost and
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translates into lower grid energy cost of 33:8%. The proposed
model has the potential of effecting savings for this facility in the
case study, provided the REs rides on OC strategy instead of the tra-
ditional logical controllers. Though this paper does not look into
economic analysis and the payback period, it could be interesting
in future research to quantify these estimates. The proposed model
opens the door for integration and OC of FCs with other distributed
RE sources, especially in developing countries experiencing a
power deficit (e.g. Zambia, Zimbabwe, South Africa).
4. Conclusions

An OC model of an integrated FC-RE-grid hybrid energy system
with a thermal load meeting all the operation constraints has been
presented. The OC is providing the required hot water demand and
A1 ¼ tsb

1 0 0 0 . . . 0
ð1� tsa1Þ 1 0 0 . . . 0

ð1� tsa2Þð1� tsa1Þ ð1� tsa2Þ 1 0 . . . 0

..

. ..
. ..

. . .
. ..

.

ð1� tsaN�2Þ � . . .� ð1� tsa1Þ ð1� tsaN�2Þ � . . .� ð1� tsa2Þ . . . . . . 1 0
ð1� tsaN�1Þð1� tsaN�2Þ � . . .� ð1� tsa1Þ ð1� tsaN�1Þ � . . .� ð1� tsa2Þ . . . . . . ð1� tsaN�1Þ 1

2
6666666664

3
7777777775

N�N

; ðA:3Þ
optimally schedules the RE systemwith FCmainly used as back-up/
storage energy sources. The model can be used for feed-in and load
shifting in order to minimize grid energy cost; it avoids operating
the thermal load in the peak TOU period. The proposed model can
effectively improve the operational and system efficiency, which
results in minimization of energy losses. The engineering challenge
facing RE and energy-efficient equipment integration has been
solved in this paper, especially on DSM load-shifting strategy. The
traditional control methods, such as a PID controller used in the
operation of such hybrid system can be improved by OC strategy
in the current energy mix and electricity market environment. This
paper considered the open-loop control problem, though, it gives
the precise predictions based on pre-focused input data, it is highly
recommend in the future research to apply a closed-loopmodel pre-
dictive control (MPC) which can effectively counter the uncertain-
ties associated with RE input parameters (e.g., wind speed and
solar irradiance). Nonetheless, this open-loop optimal result based
on a 24-h control horizon has a high prediction accuracy because
all the hourly variation of input data is incorporated and simulated
on each single day of the year. This model can be adopted for RE
hybrid supply and feed-in on commercial or domestic buildings.
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Appendix A. Algorithm formulation

The proposed model has a binary variable and real number con-
trol variables, solved using the OPTI toolbox SCIP algorithm in
MATLAB.
A.1. Inequality matrices

The general formulation of the inequality constraint is shown in
Eq. (A.1):

AX 6 b: ðA:1Þ
Vector X comprises all the control variables and they are given in
matrix (A.2):

X ¼ u1 . . .uN ; Pg;1 . . . Pg;N; PRE�IN;1 . . . PRE�IN;N; PH2;1 . . . PH2;N ;
�
PFC�IN;1 . . . PFC�IN;N; PFC;1 . . . PFC;N �06N�1: ðA:2Þ
The spacial matrix A and vector b are formulated as follows:
Let matrix A1 represent the state variable of the thermal load,

shown in Eq. (A.3):
The 2N � 6N matrix below represent a combined inequality
(A.3) and the FC status of energy inequality (32), in this appendix
each sub-matrix inside the bigger matrix is an N � N dimension:

ðA:4Þ
inequality (31) is reformulated into inequality (A.5) and inequality
(A.6):

tsb
Xk

j¼0

uj

Yk
i¼jþ1

1� tsaið Þ 6 Tup � To

Yk
j¼0

1� tsaj
� ��Xk

j¼0

tscj
Yk
i¼jþ1

1� tsaið Þ;

ðA:5Þ

�tsb
Xk

j¼0

uj

Yk
i¼jþ1

1� tsaið Þ6�TlowþTo

Yk
j¼0

1� tsaj
� �þXk

j¼0

tscj
Yk
i¼jþ1

1� tsaið Þ:

ðA:6Þ
According to inequality (A.5) and inequality (A.6), the element

of vectors b1 and b2 is:

b1;k ¼ Tup � To

Yk
j¼0

1� tsaj
� ��Xk

j¼0

tscj
Yk
i¼jþ1

1� tsaið Þ; ðA:7Þ

b2;k ¼ �Tlow þ To

Yk
j¼0

1� tsaj
� �þXk

j¼0

tscj
Yk
i¼jþ1

1� tsaið Þ: ðA:8Þ

Vector b1 in Eq. (A.7) is the difference of the three vectors b3;b4

and b5, as shown in Eq. (A.9).

b1 ¼ b3 � b4 � b5; ðA:9Þ
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where,

b3 ¼
Tup

..

.

Tup

2
664

3
775

N�1

; ðA:10Þ

then vector b4 is given in Eq. (A.11),

b4 ¼ To ¼

ð1� tsa0Þ
ð1� tsa1Þð1� tsa0Þ

ð1� tsa2Þð1� tsa1Þð1� tsa0Þ
..
.

ð1� tsaN�2Þð1� tsaN�3Þ� . . .�ð1� tsa0Þ

ð1� tsaN�1Þð1� tsaN�2Þð1� tsaN�3Þ� . . .�ð1� tsa0Þ

2
6666666666664

3
7777777777775

N�1

;

ðA:11Þ
and finally, b5 is given in Eq. (A.12) below,
b5 ¼

tsco
ð1� tsa1Þtsco þ tsc1

ð1� tsa2Þð1� tsa1Þtsco þ ð1� tsa2Þtsc1 þ tsc2
..
.

ð1� tsaN�2Þ � . . .� ð1� tsa1Þtsco þ ð1� tsaN�2Þ � . . .� ð1� tsa2Þtsc1 þ . . .þ tscN�2

ð1� tsaN�1Þð1� tsaN�2Þ � . . .� ð1� tsa1Þtsco þ ð1� tsaN�1Þ � . . .� ð1� tsa2Þtsc1 þ . . . ð1� tsaN�1ÞtscN�2 þ tscN�1

2
6666666664

3
7777777775
: ðA:12Þ
The Tlow vector is given in Eq. (A.13), the formulation of the b2

vector is analogous to b1 given in Eq. (A.14),

b6 ¼
Tlow

..

.

Tlow

2
664

3
775

N�1

; ðA:13Þ

b2 ¼ �b6 þ b4 þ b5: ðA:14Þ
Finally, the FC vectors are given in matrix (A.15) and (A.16) for

the maximum and minimum hydrogen storage capacity
respectively:

b7 ¼
Emax � Eð0Þ

..

.

Emax � Eð0Þ

2
664

3
775

N�1

; ðA:15Þ

b8 ¼
�Emin þ Eð0Þ

..

.

�Emin þ Eð0Þ

2
664

3
775

N�1

: ðA:16Þ

The final inequality A matrices and vector b are given in (A.17)
and (A.18) respectively.

A ¼ A2

�A2

	 

4N�6N

; ðA:17Þ

B ¼

b1

b7

b2

b8

2
6664

3
7775

4N�1

; ðA:18Þ
A.2. Equality matrices

The power balance equality constraint in Eqs. (27), (28) and
(30), are sparse matrix Aeq, given in Eq. (A.19):

ðA:19Þ
The k-th total PV power, wind power and the demand consti-

tute the elements of vector beq is shown in Eq. (A.20):
ðA:20Þ

The canonical form is AeqX ¼ beq where Aeq is given in Eq. (A.19)
and beq in Eq. (A.20).

The limits of the control variables are restricted between the
lower and upper bounds, given in Eqs. (A.21) and (A.22):

lower bounds

lbT ¼ 01 . . .0N;�11 . . .�1N ;01 . . .0N ;E
min . . .Emin;01 . . .0N;01 . . .0N

h i
6N�1

;

ðA:21Þ
upper bounds

ubT ¼ 11 . . .1N ;11 . . .1N; P
rated
RE�IN;1 . . . P

rated
RE�IN;N; E

max . . . Emax;
h

Prated
FC�IN;1 . . . P

rated
FC�IN;N ; P

rated
FC;1 . . . Prated

FC;N

i
6N�1

: ðA:22Þ
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